
Newport Forest June 17  2003 2:10 - 6:15 pm

Weather: prec. 0 mm; sun/cloud; S < 10 km/h; LM 27 C; FCF 22 C
Purpose: inspect planted trees
Participants: Kee

I parked the van at the tree station, where I dug half a bag of sand and topsoil 
each into the quarter bed in Plot B. Then I planted two more pots of CTs brought 
from home. I also put two pots of CM seeds, recently given to me, into the 
germination frame, to see if they would sprout. 

My next stop was at the crest of the UM, opposite the old homestead site, where 
we had planted CTs last fall. I succeeded in finding only four of the original 
planted trees and only two were still alive, having resprouted from the base. So 
can I assume that half lived?

At the trailer, I checked the five planted trees alongside the GF. The HB is really 
flourishing and the Hop tree is flowering and has very healthy, glossy leaves. The 
big surprise was the SF which we ÒrescuedÓ from TH last summer. I thought it 
was dead, but it had resprouted from the base, under the tree gard.   

I toured both the North and South Cores, locating three trees that I had hopefully 
put gards on over two months ago, as I had assumed that they would leaf out.   
They didnÕt, so I removed the gards. The other young trees, however, are 
continuing to grow.  The Ninebark bushes are in full bloom now (2P). I noticed 
on my way back to the trailer that all the volunteer BWs had rings around them 
that were clear of vegetation. Juglone? (5P) I realized that none of the CTs we had 
ever planted in the LM had survived. ÒThey donÕt want to be here,Ó I wrote in my 
field notes. 

I sat taking a break in the nook, watching a young chipmunk stuffing a very large 
peanut-in-the-shell into his cheek pouches not a metre from my feet. It took about 
a minute. I was reminded that Nic and I saw a groundhog scamper across EdgarÕs 
Trail near Blind Creek during our last visit.

I then took a walk on the FCT, stopping at the bridge to check the two little TTs I 
planted there two months ago. Amazing. They have both grown a foot or more 
and have leaves that are twice normal size. I stopped next at the GM monitoring 
plot, surprised to see that the GM plants, having been cut twice for flowers, were 
busily putting out as third set! I cut over 90 percent of these, as well. This plot 



may well prove very useful. We have already learned that GM can produce three 
sets of flowers in a season. The FCT trail is badly overgrown. Having brought the 
brush hook with me, I spent more time cutting away the worst of the veg without 
looking around me much.  

On Tower Hill, I sat on the bench to enjoy the sight of a GBH flying upstream 
along FC, its wings nearly touching the trees on either side. I also enjoyed the 
discovery of a young Blue Ash tree not 4 metres from the bench. I spent several 
minutes looking for the parent tree, but found none.

Birds: (very casual)

American Robin (1 FCF); Bobolink (1 UM); Eastern Towhee (1 FCF); Northern 
Cardinal (1 FCF); Red-eyed Vireo (1 FCF); Red-bellied Woodpecker (1 Tr)

Phenology: 

Ninebarks in full bloom


